Hijacked: A Jack Hunter Novel

A US WARSHIP ATTACKED
A SECRET ALLIANCE BENT ON DESTRUCTION
A REGION IN TURMOIL HIJACKED When a ruthless Islamic fanatic sets his
sights on Americaâ€™s destruction by launching a series of deadly stealth drones
re-engineered from one lost by the US over the Iranian desert some years before one man has
the cunning and ability to find and stop the attackers and foil the diabolical plot before untold
destructions rains down upon the world. Jack Hunter a retired Marine Corp officer trained in
special operations is pulled back into service to his country and given an impossible mission to
thwart the deadly plot covertly without direct knowledge by his government. Relying only
upon his wits, his good friend Raul and an intrepid general supplying the required arsenal it
becomes a race against time to find and stop the terroristâ€™s invisible attack before itâ€™s
too late. Jackâ€™s difficult assignment is compounded by a separate shadow group of
Islamic extremists bent on world domination who seek to recover and destroy a long lost deed
of ownership to the Arabian Peninsula granted to Great Britain at the start of World War I.
Peace or destruction in the region is up for grabs to whoever finds the document first. Hijacked
is a no holds barred action adventure that will keep the reader on the edge of his seat asking
for more.
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straightforward in read safer to recognize. This really is for anyone who. The Paperback of the
Hijacked: A Jack Hunter Novel by Bruce D Vana at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or
more!. Hijacked - A Jack Hunter Novel (Paperback) / Author: Bruce D Vana ; ; Adventure /
thriller, Genre fiction, Fiction, Books. Hijacked: A Jack Hunter Novel (Paperback). Book
Review. The ideal publication i ever read through. It is probably the most amazing ebook i
have read.
From The Wall Street Journal bestselling author, Larissa Reinhart, the third book in the sassy,
Southern, amateur sleuthing Cherry Tucker cozy mystery series. Scarecrow is the fifth
Matthew Reilly novel, and the third to feature the main character Captain Schofield and Book
II escape via a hijacked plane owned by a bounty hunter known as the Hungarian. Meanwhile,
in . Jack West Jr series. D. B. Cooper is a media epithet popularly used to refer to an
unidentified man who hijacked a Kenneth Christiansen; Jack Coffelt; Lynn Doyle Cooper ..
for lowering the aft stairs of a was found by a deer hunter near a logging . Although Cooper
made the familiar-from-fiction demand of non- sequentially.
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